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Interest in the link between income and its rank is known in the income
distribution literature as Pen’s parade following Pen (1971, 1973). The pre-
cede has motivated research on the relationship between Pen’s parade and
the Gini index that is a very important inequality measure. However, this
research has so far focused on the linear Pen’s parade for which income in-
creases by a constant amount as its rank increases by one unit (see Milanovic
(1997). However, a linear parade does not closely ￿t many real world income
distributions, Pen’s parade, which is convex in the absence of negative in-
comes (i.e., incomes that increase by a greater amount as its rank increases
by each additional unit). Mussard et al. (2010) has recently introduced the
computation of Gini index with a convex quadratic Pen’s parade (or second
degree polynomial) parade for which income is a quadratic function of its
rank.
In this paper, we extend the computation of gini index by using a more
general and empirically more realistic case in which Pen’s parade is a convex
polynomial of ￿nite order k 2 N. Hence, the Gini indexes for a linear Pen’s
parade and for quadratic pen’s parade becomes a special case of that for an
higher degree polynomial Pen’s parade under some constraints on parameters
to keep convexity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the speci￿cation
for a higher degree polynomial Pen’s parade is provided. In Section 3, the
problem of ￿tting a higher degree polynomial Pen’s parade to real world data
sets of Milanovic (1997) is discussed. Concluding is in Section 4.
2 High degree Polynomial Pen’s Parade
Suppose that positive incomes, expressed as a vector y, depend on individu-
als’ ranks ry in any given income distribution of size n. Suppose that incomes
are ranked in ascending order and let ry = 1 for the poorest individual and
ry = n for the richest one. Hence, following Lerman and Yitzhaki (1984),









































1Here, cov(y;ry) represents the covariance between incomes and ranks and  y
the mean income. It is straightforward to rewrite (13) as:
G =
2 y ry (y;ry)
n y
; (2)
where (y;ry) is Pearson’s correlation coe￿cient between incomes y and in-
dividuals’ ranks ry, where y is the standard deviation of y and where ry is
the standard deviation of ry.
Following (2) and under the assumption of a linear Pen’s parade (i.e.
y = a + b ry), Milanovic (1997) demonstrates that for a su￿ciently large n,





Milanovic’s result is very interesting since it yields a simple way to compute
the Gini index. However, as mentioned by Milanovic (1997, page 48) him-
self, "in almost all real world cases, Pen’s parade is convex: incomes rise
very slowly at the beginning, then go up by their absolute increase, and
￿nally increase even at the rate of acceleration". Thus, (y;ry) which mea-
sures linear correlation will be less than 1. Again, from Milanovic (1997), a
convex Pen’s parade may be derived from a linear Pen’s parade throughout
regressive transfers (poor-to-rich income transfers). Inspired by Milanovic’s
￿nding, we demonstrate in the sequel, without taking recourse to regressive
transfers, that the Gini index can be computed with a general nonlinear
polynomial function Pen’s parade. The computation of the Gini Index using
a polynomial function of order 2 (i.e. quadratic function) Pen’s Parade has
been introduced in Mussard et al.(2010). In this paper, we generalize the
precedure to compute the Gini Index using a polynomial function of order
k 2 N pen’s parade. Note that a linear pen’s parade corresponds to k = 1
and quadratic pen’s parade corresponds to k = 2. Our result here will be
available for each ￿nite k 2 N.
2.1 Simple Gini Index with nonlinear power Pen’s Pa-
rade













































1with k 2 N. The covariance between y and rj














































































2.2 The coe￿cient of variation
Since the incomes y are positive, we use (13) by assuming that bk > 0 and bj
for j = 1;:::;k   1 are chosen such that y > 0. For instance, if k = 2 then
we can use bj for j = 1;:::;k such that b2
1   4b2b0 < 0. We are now able to































































































































the covariance between rj
y and ri








































































































(2k + 1)(k + 1)2:
(14)





























































































We have then proved the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1 Under the assumption of a nonlinear polynomial Pen’s pa-
rade, i.e., y =
Pk
i=0 bi ri
y, with bk 6= 0, when n ! 1, the coe￿cient of


























The product of (20), (18) and (y;ry) entails the following result:
Theorem 2.2 Under the assumption of a nonlinear polynomial Pen’s pa-
rade, i.e., y =
Pk
i=0 bi ri
y, with bk 6= 0, when n ! 1, the Gini index Gk can











where (y;ry) is the correlation coe￿cient between the revenue and the rank
ry.
Remark 2.1 Note that for k = 1, we have the result of Milanovic (1997),
i.e. G1 '
(y;ry)
3 and for k = 2, we have the result of Sadefo Kamdem et al.
(2010), i.e. G2 '
2(y;ry) p
15 .
Remark 2.2 Remarks that the Gini Index Gk approximation depends on
k, the sign of bk and (y;ry). Since the Gini computation is independent
of parameters bi for i = 0;:::;k   1, we can compute the Pen’s Parade as
follows: y = b0+bkrk. Based on revenue data, it is simple to use a regression





































13 Application with Milanovic (1997) Data
In relation with the paramater k and bk > 0, we have the following table:
Table 1: Computation of some coe￿cient of variation GVk.
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
CVk 0,577 0,894 1,134 1,333 1,508 1,664 1,807 1,940
GCk 0.333 0.516 0.655 0.770 0.870 0.961 1.043 1.120
where CVk denotes the coe￿cient of variation for polynomial Pen’s Parade of
order k and GCk = CVk=
p
3. Following Milanovic’s data (1997), we obtain
the following results:
Table 2: Comparison the gini indexes of Gk for k = 1;2;3;6 with true Gest
Country (year) n (y;ry) G1 G2 G3 G6 Gest
Hungary (1993; annual) 22062 0.889 0.296 0.459 0.582 0.854 0.221
Poland (1993; annual) 52190 0.892 0.297 0.461 0.584 0.857 0.288
Romania (1994; monthly) 8999 0.863 0.288 0.446 0.565 0.829 0.284
Bulgaria (1994; annual) 7195 0.889 0.296 0.459 0.582 0.854 0.308
Estonia(1995; quarterly) 8759 0.871 0.290 0.450 0.570 0.837 0.342
UK (1986; annual) 7178 0.815 0.272 0.421 0.534 0.783 0.320
Germany (1889; annual) 3940 0.744 0.248 0.384 0.487 0.715 0.305
US (1991; annual) 16052 0.892 0.297 0.461 0.589 0.857 0.391
Russia (1993-4; quarterly)) 16356 0.812 0.271 0.419 0.532 0.780 0.502
Kyrgyzstan (1993; quarterly) 9547 0.586 0.195 0.303 0.384 0.563 0.551
In the preceding table, Gest denotes the estimation of the true Gini index by
using Milanovic data (1997).
Remark 3.1 Based on the analysis of the preceding table, we propose to
consider linear Pen’s parade (k=1) to compute the Gini index of Poland
(1993, annual), Romania (1994, monthly), Bulgaria(1994; annual). For es-
tonia (1995; quarterly) and UK (1986; annual), we can also choose k = 1,
but we consider k = 2 in the case where government policy prefers to over-
estimate inequality instead of underestimate inequality. For Russia (1993-4;






































1Remark 3.2 In our polynomial pen’s parade, if ry = 1, then y = y1 = Pk
i=1 bk. In practical applications, the parameters b bk, estimated from the
observed data using multiple regression, are chosen so that the revenue y > 0
(i.e. bk > 0). It’s very important to note that, the correlation coe￿cient
between y and its rank ry depend on bk. Ignoring this fact will arbitrarily
restrict the Parade to pass through the origin and may result in less accurate
estimates of the Gini Index.
4 Concluding Remarks
Following Milanovic (1997), we have proposed another simple way to calcu-
late the Gini coe￿cient under the assumption of a general polynomial Pen’s
Parade of order k . By using the data in Table 2, we conclude that the
computation of the Gini Index of each revenues data needs to ￿nd a speci￿c
integer k, which is the order of a speci￿c polynomial Pen’s Parade. Our Gini
computation is useful in practical applications as soon as the limit expression
obtained in (21)is a good approximation of the Gini Index for usual size n.
Two immediate and practical applications can be generated from this
new Gini expression. First, the possibility to address a signi￿cant test since
our Gini Index (as well as Milanovic’s) is based on Pearson’s correlation
coe￿cient. Thereby, testing for the Gini Index signi￿cance is equivalent
to testing for the signi￿cance of Pearson’s correlation coe￿cient (up to the
constant k p
2k+1). This test relies on the well-known student statistics based
on the hyperbolic tangent transformation. Second, estimating the coe￿cients
bi for i = 1;:::;k, e.g. with Yitzhaki’s Gini regression analysis or a multiple
regression, enables a parametric Gini Index to be obtained. That procedure
depends on parameters re￿ecting the curvature of Pen’s Parade. This may
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